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The performance of high-performance computing (HPC) applications highly depends on the memory subsystem due to the huge data sets used that do not fit into the cache hierarchy. Besides, energy efficiency has become a main design factor and, consequently, both performance and energy efficiency are primary goals in HPC designs. As a result, energy-efficient high-performance memory subsystem designs should be explored. In this paper, we extend the architecture of general-purpose processors by adding a software-managed local memory (LM) and a very simple programmable DMA controller. We demonstrate that with these extensions—together with efficient run-time management—we improve performance and energy consumption factors. We perform an LM design space exploration study for an Intel® Pentium® 4 platform: we analyze the performance, energy and energy-delay product for a total of 27 computational loops of the NAS benchmarks. We show a 1.2x performance speedup factor and an energy reduction of 6.21% on average when using a constrained 32 KB LM with commodity memory bandwidths (6.4 GB/s). More aggressive configurations (i.e. 256 KB LM + 12.8 GB/s) show at least 2.14x performance speedup factors and energy savings of 42.07% on average.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The momentum behind chip multiprocessors (CMPs) has led these architectures to be the choice for current and future processors in a wide spectrum of application domains such as high-performance computing (HPC), commodity desktops, gaming or embedded systems. Most of the current CMP designs are based on the replication of several cores—onto the same chip—which are connected to the memory subsystem, and it is the memory subsystem design which is particularly crucial, given the relationship between the number of cores and the performance scalability of the architecture [1–3].

Current CMP designs show different organizations in their memory hierarchy. The POWER6™ [4], for instance, partially shares the second-level cache among cores, while both the AMD Phenom™ [5] and the Intel® processors based on the Nehalem microarchitecture [6] share the third-level cache. Besides this variety, some memory models have asymmetrical or heterogeneous characteristics. For example, the Cell processor includes a memory organization that combines the use of local memories (LMs)1 and caches [7]. The examples above demonstrate that the optimal memory model for HPC is not defined since it highly depends on several design goals such as performance, energy consumption, scalability, area and programmability. However, all these memory models share a well-known scheme: a low-latency/high-bandwidth size-constrained stack of intermediate memories, plus a final huge high-latency/low-bandwidth main memory. In the end, one of the issues that particularly affects the achievement of the design...
goals is to decide how intermediate memories are managed: implicitly by hardware or explicitly by software.

For decades, the standard method to reduce the memory wall problem has been to bridge the gap with hardware-managed caches. This solution is effective in improving the average performance for most applications. However, this approach may be far from the optimal solution for multicore HPC architectures when considering performance, scalability and energy consumption all together.

The alternative model, software-managed LMs, exposes the intermediate memories to the software and relies on it to orchestrate the memory operations. Usually, additional hardware support in order to perform asynchronous memory operations is required to reduce the overhead of the software management. By controlling the memory operations, the software can improve its scalability. It can also benefit from the full memory bandwidth while, at the same time, hiding the main memory latency [8–10]. Moreover, LMs consume much less energy due to the avoidance of tags and specific hardware required to maintain coherency, as well as providing much more performance due to their guaranteed access time [11]. However, to efficiently manage LMs becomes very complex when wanting to achieve all the above-mentioned benefits. Therefore, this model is suitable for predictable and regular memory operations, which is usually the case of HPC applications. A clear example benefitting from the usage of LMs is the Cell. Several previous works have ported HPC applications to this platform and have achieved high-performance results. In addition, new programming models and compilers (sometimes inspired by the embedded world) are contributing toward hiding the programming complexity [12, 13]. As a result, the software-managed memory model has been already considered suitable for energy-efficient HPC, and this is shown by the fact that currently Cell-based supercomputers are at the top of the Top500 [14] and Green500 [15] rankings.

In this paper, we extend the architecture of commodity processors by adding both an LM and a very simple programmable DMA controller (PDC)\(^2\) that performs asynchronous memory transfers. We demonstrate that a complex PDC is not required when the software efficiently manages the LM. Similar work has already introduced LMs (or advanced and complex PDCs) and evaluated their proposals in terms of performance [8–10, 16, 17]. In contrast, our work analyzes performance and energy consumption trends of the design space by evaluating several possible configurations. This paper has the following two main contributions.

(i) A hybrid memory model that combines the existing memory hierarchy with an LM plus a very simple PDC is proposed. The benefits and drawbacks of the different design options in their implementation are discussed in detail.

(ii) An LM design space exploration study for the Intel® Pentium® 4 platform is presented by analyzing performance, energy consumption and energy-delay factors for different LM sizes and memory bandwidths. Area impact and access time issues are also discussed.

We have examined 27 NAS [18] computational loops in our study, and our conclusion is that for HPC applications, just a 32 KB LM and a very simple PDC are required to get 1.2x performance speedup factor and an energy saving of 6.21% on average when using current commodity memory bandwidths (6.4 GB/s). We also show the potential of our proposal for more aggressive configurations (i.e. 256 KB LM + 12.8 GB/s) which show at least 2.14x performance speedup factors and energy reductions of 42.07% on average.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the extensions we propose and discusses in detail the design alternatives and their rationale. Section 3 briefly points out the details of our compiler and run-time support. In Section 4, an overview of the methodology is presented in conjunction with two case studies and the overall results. Section 5 reviews previous work on this topic. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper with a summary of the main research ideas and a brief outline of the future work.

2. ARCHITECTURE EXTENSIONS

This section describes the proposed architectural extensions and discusses the implications and changes required to current processor designs. Figure 1 overviews our proposed architecture: an LM is integrated into the processor core at the same level as the L1 cache in conjunction with a PDC to support asynchronous data transfers from/to the main memory. The PDC has access to the main memory through a bus shared with the last level of the cache hierarchy (L3 in the figure). This design enables an alternative path (the dashed line in the figure) to the main memory. The dotted line in the same figure corresponds to the traditional memory access path.

FIGURE 1. Overview of the proposed hybrid memory model. The hardware extensions, a LM and the PDC, are filled in dark gray. The dotted line represents the normal path to the main memory and the dashed line represents the alternative path proposed.
The rest of the logical AS is translated to the linear AS and the users reserve CPUs for long periods and recently, tick-less marginal in HPC environments in which CPUs are not shared the overhead of this extra save/restore operation since it is LM when a context switch is performed. We do not evaluate big register file, the OS should save/restore the contents of the logical AS for the LM.

To assure that the linear AS does not overlap with the reserved hazards due to the usage of logical addresses, the software must addresses, which do not overlap in our configuration. To avoid not need to be modified as long as they work using physical the architecture. Structures such as the load/store queue do of area limitations. However, we propose feasible and very simple modifications to the architecture. We discuss them in the following subsections.

2.1. Address space

Figure 2 shows the address space (AS) organization. A range of the logical AS is reserved and direct-mapped to the LM. The rest of the logical AS is translated to the linear AS and then virtualized using the pagination mechanism. Reserving a few kilobytes of a much bigger logical AS\(^3\) does not affect the system usability.

Bypassing the memory management unit (MMU) mechanisms implies that the privilege levels and the access rights are not checked when the LM is accessed. We forbid code execution (fetch instructions) from the LM and read/write access is always granted. Since the purpose of the LM is similar to a large addressable register file, we use the same privileges by analogy. This decision requires the addition of a simple check in the instruction fetcher to verify the address when an instruction is fetched.

The chosen AS layout does not require any other change to the architecture. Structures such as the load/store queue do not need to be modified as long as they work using physical addresses, which do not overlap in our configuration. To avoid hazards due to the usage of logical addresses, the software must assure that the linear AS does not overlap with the reserved logical AS for the LM.

Finally, following the analogy of considering the LM as a big register file, the OS should save/restore the contents of the LM when a context switch is performed. We do not evaluate the overhead of this extra save/restore operation since it is marginal in HPC environments in which CPUs are not shared the users reserve CPUs for long periods and recently, tick-less OSes are begin used. This assumption may be invalid for less extreme environments; however, there are already proposals that mitigate this issue [19].

2.2. Selecting the path to memory

We need a way to differentiate memory operations between the two possible paths: cache and LM. We consider the following two options:

(i) **Extending the ISA**: Adding extensions to the current ISAs removes all the overheads associated with the path selection since the decision is taken at compile-time. For RISC architectures, this option requires the addition of a small set of memory instructions for the LM. However, for CISC architectures, in which memory operations are implicit in the addressing modes, this ISA extension implies adding a new addressing mode. If the ISA allows instruction prefixes (such as x86 ISA [20]), this issue can be reduced to the addition of just one prefix that marks the instruction as operating on the LM.

(ii) **Base + Size registers**: Adding a couple of registers to direct-map a region of the logical AS to the physical LM AS. We name the LM Base Register (LMBR) as the register to specify the LM logical start address and the LM Size Register (LMSR) as the register to define the LM size. Then, in order to detect the path of the memory operation, a range check is performed for each logical address\(^4\) generated (before starting any MMU action).

The checking logic must satisfy the cycle time requirements which are highly implementation-dependent. Adding alignment constraints (e.g. LMBR aligned to LMSR boundaries) can simplify the amount of logic required and alleviates the time requirements. For example, on x86-based architectures this operation can be performed in parallel with the segmentation mechanism [20] (prior to any TLB lookup). Therefore, the cycle time is not affected. This register-based solution not only avoids ISA modifications, but it also adds flexibility to the run-time LM management (by means of modifying the registers provided).

In the end, the optimal choice is highly implementation-dependent. From now on we assume that the second mechanism is feasible on x86-based architectures, and any example given will refer to this architecture.

Finally, we only need to fork the path once we know which memory a given instruction refers to. Requests to the main memory follow the standard path, address translation and L1 cache; whereas requests to LM only need to access the LM with a guaranteed latency. Besides the dynamic energy reduction of using an LM, the design proposed reduces dynamic energy consumption by avoiding frequent accesses to the translation mechanisms such as the DTLB.

---

\(^{3}\)On 32 bits/x86 the size of the logical AS is 4 GB. Therefore, reserving, for instance, 64 KB for the LM would represent about 0.001 % of the logical AS.

\(^{4}\)Also known as virtual address.
2.3. Size considerations

Area constraints used to be a dominant factor in the design of new architectures. However, technology improvements allow the addition of more facilities to a processor core. Moreover, several cores can be replicated in the same chip, and several cache hierarchy levels and memory controllers are included on a single die. For instance, the Intel® processor based on the Nehalem microarchitecture can include up to eight full-featured cores, a three-level cache hierarchy, an integrated memory controller and a quick-path interconnection interface for inter-processor communications on a single die [6]. As a consequence, the area required by an LM of similar capacity as the L1 cache can be affordable. In fact, it has been shown that the area required for an LM is about a 34% less than that of a cache of the same capacity [11].

2.4. PDC

In our architectural proposal, we add a **PDC** to manage memory operations between the main memory and the LM. The PDC has the responsibility of moving the requested data among those domains optimizing memory bus usage without affecting the execution. Figure 3 shows the PDC block diagram and its interfaces. Our PDC design is inspired by the design of the MFC present in the Cell [7], but significant simplifications have been adopted.

The main characteristic of our PDC design is simplicity. In contrast to the design of the MFC present in the Cell, which provides two interfaces to manage it (memory-mapped I/O (MMIO) and channels), our design only keeps the MMIO interface. The command values corresponding to a PDC operation (e.g. original/destination address, type command, tags etc) are transmitted to the memory-mapped PDC registers using non-cacheable store instructions. Once all the required arguments have arrived at the PDC, the operation is enqueued in the DMA command queue. When a DMA operation is completed, the command queue is signaled and the next operation starts. As a result, DMA operations are always executed in-order. Moreover, our PDC design only supports basic asynchronous get and put operations to the LM.

In contrast to other proposals that introduce complex memory controllers [10], we have taken the decision of designing a very simple one to minimize energy consumption and complexity. We neither support gather/scatter operations [10] nor DMA lists [7], and only the memory-mapped register interface is offered. Our PDC supports up to 16 pending requests as well as fixed-size data transfers. We will show that it is possible to achieve performance benefits with such simple hardware.

Before get/put operations start their execution and send requests to the bus, the PDC needs to translate logical addresses to physical addresses. The address argument referring to the main memory is translated using the MMU. In contrast, the address argument referring to the LM is direct-mapped using the proposed mechanism. There are no security risks as long as the access to a core’s LM is only possible from the same core to which the LM is coupled. Once the addresses are translated, the PDC sends requests to the bus. In the case of a get operation, we can snoop the cache hierarchy to check if a recent copy of the requested data is present or we can force a flush, to the main memory, of the data present in the cache hierarchy before performing the operation. The second option is used for the evaluation in Section 4. For put operations, the caches must invalidate the conflicting lines; this guarantees memory coherency for memory transfers. However, software must assure memory consistency by checking the completion of the PDC transfer prior to its data usage. When a command is programmed, a tag can be specified in order to check its status afterward. This mechanism resembles the one present in the Cell processor. This synchronization can be performed by polling the PDC status registers or by using any block/wake-up mechanism. In our experimental framework we implement and evaluate the polling mechanism.

2.5. Main memory interface

The last-level cache shares the access to the main memory with the PDC. This decision intends to keep a simple design while fitting naturally in most current CMP architectures. An immediate consequence is that the same bus and protocols can be used between main memory and the caches/LM. Although this fact implies a clear advantage, it can be a bottleneck when both elements, the last-level cache and the PDC, access the main memory simultaneously. However, we will show in Section 3 that the contention can be totally avoided by conscious software management.

---

5Power6, Intel Nehalem and AMD Phenom include 64 KB, 32 KB and 64 KB L1 caches, respectively.

6Get/put operation names are from the LM point of view. Therefore, a get operation is a transfer from the main memory to the LM and a put operation works vice versa.
We have designed a simple run-time library similar to the one proposed by González et al. [13]. In that work, the authors present an efficient design to avoid the overheads related to LM management. Taking that work as a reference, we have implemented the structures needed to map the regular memory accesses to LM (what they call the High Locality Cache). An overview of the code transformations is shown in Fig. 4. The LM management code is reduced by predicting the number of loop iterations that can be done with the data in the LM (AVAIL). New data is mapped to the LM (HMAP) if no iterations can be performed. Then, a barrier (HSYNC) forces DMA transfers (HMAPs) to occur only when the execution units are not producing any requests to the cache hierarchy; no DMA transfers will take place while the inner loop is executed (and perhaps requiring access to the cache hierarchy). Finally, we rely on the compiler technology to perform such transformations automatically [13, 21].

### 3. Compiler and Run-Time Support

We have designed a simple run-time library similar to the one proposed by González et al. [13]. In that work, the authors present an efficient design to avoid the overheads related to LM management. Taking that work as a reference, we have implemented the structures needed to map the regular memory accesses to LM (what they call the High Locality Cache). An overview of the code transformations is shown in Fig. 4. The LM management code is reduced by predicting the number of loop iterations that have their data in the LM. In more detail, the loops are modified to check the number of iterations that can be done with the data in the LM (AVAIL). New data is mapped to the LM (HMAP) if no iterations can be performed. Then, a barrier (HSYNC) is introduced prior to the computational loop to perform such transformations automatically [13, 21].

### 4. Experimental Evaluation

#### 4.1. Methodology

We have evaluated a total of 27 computational loops from four different NAS benchmarks [18, 22]. The first six columns in Table 3 summarize the loops evaluated. This benchmark suite is commonly employed to evaluate HPC proposals, and by evaluating 27 different loops we can give hints about how our approach would perform in general for HPC applications. The main reason for presenting per loop results is that they allow the behavior of the proposal to be studied for different memory access patterns (regular and regular/irregular). The overall application results follow the same trends as the ones presented because the applications evaluated are dominated by these computational loops studied.

#### 4.1.1. Timing framework

Figure 5 overviews the experimental framework flowchart. The performance results (timing flowchart in the figure) are generated using a software cache emulator.

The loops are rewritten by performing the transformations described in Section 3 manually (inserting calls to the run-time library). In our experimental framework, the run-time library performs as it would perform in a real system except that it emulates the PDC-related operations. Our approach is to map the LM on the cache hierarchy in a way similar to that used by Gummaraju et al. [10, 12] (basically we ensure that the LM accesses hit the cache hierarchy). To validate that the LM emulator performs correctly, we used a PINtool [23] that simulates the memory hierarchy. Moreover, we also took memory hierarchy miss ratios using PAPI. Then, we checked that in both result sets (from PIN and from PAPI) the accesses to the LM hit the cache hierarchy (see the validation flowchart in Fig. 5). Note that the DMA synchronization operations (the checking of the PDC status registers) do not need to be emulated for the correct execution of the benchmark.

Once we have validated that the program performs as it would on a real LM-enabled platform, we need to get accurate time measurements. We read the timestamp of the processor at the start and end of the benchmark in order to get the total execution time ($t_{exec}$). We also account for the time required to map the regions to the LM ($t_{map}$). Finally, we simulate the time spent in waiting for DMA operations to finish ($t_{dma\_wait}$).

For that purpose, we inserted calls to a PDC simulator when a DMA is programmed and when we perform polling on the PDC status register. In the first case, the simulator keeps track of the timestamp when the DMA operation will finish. In the second case, the simulator accounts for the time it would require to wait for the DMA operation to finish (taking into account the current timestamp). The simulator derives the time required to transfer a LM line from the bandwidth, latency and the LM line size information. At the end, the simulated execution time is calculated using the following equation:

$$
I_{sim} = I_{exec} + I_{dma\_wait} - I_{map}.
$$

To minimize the instrumentation overhead and get accurate time measurements, all the time measurements are generated using the well-known `cpuid; rdtsc;' instruction sequence. We have also evaluated the emulation overhead to ensure correctness. Table 1 shows that the overheads introduced by our emulation routines are minimal (compared to the time required for a single iteration of the control loop which includes all the LM management and the internal loop iterations). Moreover, they are of the same order of magnitude to that of the time.

---

**FIGURE 4.** Code transformation example.
TABLE 1. Emulation overhead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emulated operation</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program a DMA transfer</td>
<td>188 ns/566 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check a DMA to finish</td>
<td>266 ns/678 cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

it would require to perform the same operation in a real platform (write to the non-cacheable memory-mapped PDC registers).

Finally, all applications are compiled using ICC v10.1 [24] with the following compiler flags: -O3 -static and -mia32. The experiments are run on a 3 GHz Intel® Pentium® 4 Xeon (16 KB L1 8-way, 1 MB L2) with 1 GB RAM under FC8 (kernel version 2.6.28 with PDirCtor patch [25]) and 6.4 GB/s memory bandwidth in a standalone mode to avoid interferences in time results.

4.1.2. Power, area and access time framework

The power metrics (power flowchart in Fig. 5) are obtained from the PMU-based power model detailed in [26]. The power model presented in that work accounts for the power consumed by the Intel® Pentium® 4 processor components, including the cache hierarchy. The main memory is neither included in that model, nor in our evaluation. However, we can expect a reduction of power in the main memory due to efficient management (reducing main memory traffic). We have instrumented the applications to perform calls to PAPI [27] in order to get performance counters. The counters related to the LM, the L1 and the L2, are generated from another PINtool that simulates the hybrid memory hierarchy. The LM is added to the power model, and its power consumption is modeled using CACTI 6.0 [28]. The static LM power consumption has been added to the IDLE component, whereas the LM component (LocalStorage in the figures) only accounts for the dynamic power.

The area metrics and cache access time metrics (bottom left flowchart in Fig. 5) are directly generated using CACTI 6.0 plus Intel® Pentium® 4 floor-plan information available in [29]. The rest of the metrics—energy and energy-delay product (EDP)—are derived from the previous ones.

4.1.3. Configurations evaluated

The baseline configuration for all the results presented in this section refers to the aforementioned platform. We do not use a more aggressive baseline (i.e. increasing the L1 as much as the extra area needed by the LM) because by enlarging the L1, we
This section details the results for a 32 KB LM and 6.4 GB/s bandwidth requirements of adding a tightly coupled LM to exploit data locality [30]. Thus, we study the potential gains increase its access time (affecting all the programs). Moreover, we see our proposal as an extra processor feature (or functional unit) that must not affect programs that do not use it. This follows the trend that in each technology generation processors include extra features such as SIMD extensions and more functional units, but the L1 is not increased. The reason is that the L1 access time is critical to reduce the memory wall problem and to exploit data locality [30]. Thus, we study the potential gains and bandwidth requirements of adding a tightly coupled LM to the existing Intel® Pentium® 4.

Table 2 summarizes the configurations evaluated. For each LM size, the DMA transfer is 1/16 of the total LM size. This ratio was chosen because it is the highest ratio in which all the benchmarks studied fit into the LM (we have evaluated other ratios, although the results are not included). Thus, for instance, the 64 KB LM configuration has a PDC that transfers 4 KB per command. We have simulated different memory bandwidth configurations for each configuration in order to know the memory subsystem requirements of our solution. The main memory latency in the simulator was fixed to 135 ns, which is the latency we measured in our evaluation platform.

Finally, all averages presented in this section are computed using the geometric mean which indicates the central tendency or typical value of a set of numbers reducing outlier interferences.

4.2 Case study: 32 KB LM and 6.4 GB/s BW

This section details the results for a 32 KB LM and 6.4 GB/s memory bandwidth configuration. We have chosen this configuration because it is the most conservative one which shows speedups and energy reductions on average. We will see in Section 4.4.4 that this configuration has a faster access time than the baseline L1 and that it slightly increases the die area.

Columns 7 and 8 in Table 3 summarize the validation results of our experimental framework. The results show that most of the loops have a very high L1 hit ratio and almost 100% L2 hit ratio. The loop CG-0 is a special case due to its low L1 hit ratio. The reason is that this loop initializes five arrays at the same time. Consequently, all the data does not fit in the L1 cache, but this is not an issue since the L2 hit ratio is almost 100%.

We can also observe low L1 hit ratios in IS-2, CG-6 and CG-9 loops; the fact that they contain indirect memory accesses gives us an explanation for this. Specifically, the percentage of indirect memory accesses is 50% for the loop IS-2 and 33% for the loops CG-6 and CG-9. The loop FT-3 also contains indirect memory accesses, but it still has a high L2 hit ratio because the indirect memory accesses only account for 14% of total memory accesses. The rest of the configurations studied (not detailed in the table) show slight variations in the L1 hit ratio and very similar L2 hit ratios. In conclusion, the results prove that all LM accesses hit the cache hierarchy of the experimental platform (validating the LM emulation methodology).

The last three columns in Table 3 state the speedup factor, the percentage of energy savings (the higher the better) and the percentage of reduction of the EDP (the higher the better), respectively. In general, speedups are found in all loops. Actually, the average row (the last one in the table) shows a 1.2x speedup factor. The loops IS-0, IS-1 and CG-3 get slowdowns because they are single-array initialization loops (they only write to memory). For these loops, both the extra control code executed and the DMA transfer time of our solution increase the execution time. In any case, these loops achieve speedups when using more aggressive configurations; however, these speedups are noticeably lower than the ones found in the rest of the loops. Moreover, the loops FT-0, FT-1 and FT-2 also show slowdowns. Section 4.3 explains in detail the main reason for such slowdowns.

The last two metrics, energy and EDP, show similar behavior to the speedup metric since they are directly related to the execution time. In general, the loops with speedups show reductions in energy consumption and EDP, and vice versa. However, the loops CG-7 and CG-13 show speedups but slight increments in energy consumption. The reason is that although the execution time is reduced, the average power consumption is increased. The average power increases because there are less CPU stalls waiting for memory (more resources busy), and also because of the extra control code executed. In fact, we execute 66% more instructions on average for this 32 KB LM configuration. In any case, the EDP of these two loops shows reductions. In summary, this 32 KB LM + 6.4 GB/s configuration presents an energy reduction of 6.21% and an EDP reduction of 21.59% on average.

4.3 Case study: energy breakdowns

This section presents the energy breakdowns of four loops and explains them in detail. We have selected the loops that take the worst and the best profit of our proposal, as well as a case presenting both regular and irregular memory access patterns, and a representative loop of the average case. We
TABLE 3. Summary of the loops evaluated from the NAS benchmarks. Cache hierarchy validation results, speedup factors, energy and EDP percentage reductions for an LM 32 KB and 6.4 GB/s BW configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Input set</th>
<th>File</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Loop #</th>
<th>L1 hit (%)</th>
<th>L2 hit (%)</th>
<th>Speedup factor</th>
<th>Energy savings (%)</th>
<th>EDP reduction (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IS B</td>
<td>is.c</td>
<td>rank</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.74x</td>
<td>-39.0</td>
<td>-86.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>395</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.74x</td>
<td>-38.8</td>
<td>-86.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>81.96</td>
<td>74.26</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.07x</td>
<td>11.24</td>
<td>16.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>412</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.57x</td>
<td>18.68</td>
<td>44.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG A</td>
<td>mg.c</td>
<td>resid</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>94.02</td>
<td>99.97</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.91x</td>
<td>37.59</td>
<td>67.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>psinv</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>93.88</td>
<td>99.97</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.67x</td>
<td>30.28</td>
<td>58.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>interp</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>97.14</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.66x</td>
<td>28.20</td>
<td>56.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rprj3</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>88.84</td>
<td>99.94</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.38x</td>
<td>17.17</td>
<td>40.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>norm2a3</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.93x</td>
<td>49.24</td>
<td>73.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT A</td>
<td>ft.c</td>
<td>cffts1</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>94.95</td>
<td>99.86</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.40x</td>
<td>-94.7</td>
<td>-389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cffts2</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>98.37</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.30x</td>
<td>-148</td>
<td>-74.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cffts3</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>98.50</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.26x</td>
<td>-181</td>
<td>-98.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>evolve</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>98.89</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.54x</td>
<td>20.22</td>
<td>48.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG B</td>
<td>cg.c</td>
<td>conjgrad</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39.86</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.66x</td>
<td>21.57</td>
<td>52.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>398</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.68x</td>
<td>25.37</td>
<td>55.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>480</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.32x</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>24.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>488</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.47x</td>
<td>-86.1</td>
<td>-297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>497</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.72x</td>
<td>26.61</td>
<td>57.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>526</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.56x</td>
<td>21.63</td>
<td>49.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>554</td>
<td>83.82</td>
<td>94.27</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.08x</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>564</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.26x</td>
<td>-3.26</td>
<td>18.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>572</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.34x</td>
<td>57.69</td>
<td>87.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>430</td>
<td>94.96</td>
<td>91.40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.09x</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>9.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>540</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.23x</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>22.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>516</td>
<td>98.52</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.60x</td>
<td>24.51</td>
<td>52.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG B</td>
<td>cg.c</td>
<td>main</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.68x</td>
<td>56.19</td>
<td>88.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.21x</td>
<td>-6.01</td>
<td>12.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2x</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>21.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

have analyzed the loop behavior for different LM sizes with a given bandwidth of 6.4 GB/s, the baseline one, and for different memory bandwidths with a given LM size of 32 KB.

The results in the following figures are presented in stacked bars of energy components. The energy components are sorted to improve the readability. The static consumption (IDLE component), which basically depends on the total execution time, sits at the bottom. Then, the memory-related components (LocalStorage, L1Cache, L2Cache and BUS Control) are grouped. We see that our solution significantly reduces these components. Afterward, the components related to the branch execution (L1BPU and L2BPU) are grouped. We see that these components considerably increase their energy consumption when the polling time (the time waiting for the completion of DMA transfers) increases. Finally, the rest of the components are depicted.

Figure 6 presents the energy breakdown of the FT-2 loop. Most of the FT loops do not benefit from our proposal. This happens because these loops are already optimized to fully exploit L1 cache locality. The FT-2 inner-most loop iterates over a data set that fits into the L1. Furthermore, it contains a subroutine call which includes another modified loop. As a result, the LM control code overhead is substantial. This is verified in Fig. 6, which shows that all components increase the energy consumption even for huge LM configurations (in which less control code is required) or for high memory bandwidths (in which no polling is needed). As a consequence, the effect of the reduction of L1 and L2 components is unnoticeable. In these cases, the compiler could anticipate this behavior and disable the polling time (the time waiting for the completion of DMA transfers) increases. Finally, the rest of the components are depicted.

**From now on, we use branch prediction units (BPUs) to refer to both L1BPU and L2BPU components.**
the code transformations. Another point to remark in Fig. 6 is that energy consumption grows for LMs bigger than 32 KB. The reason is that, at this point, we start to transfer useless data and, as a result, the execution time increases due to the bigger transfer sizes. This demonstrates that having LMs bigger than the working set size (not using all the LM capacity for useful data) incurs energy penalties. As stated, those loops already optimized to have a working set that fits into the cache hierarchy do not benefit from our proposal.

The case of CG-12, in Fig. 7, shows the opposite behavior. Only for very low bandwidths or low-size configurations (0.8 GB/s and 8 KB in the figure) the loop does consume more energy than the baseline. The reason is that the energy consumed during the polling time—waiting for DMA transfers—dominates the energy savings obtained by the reduction of the L1 and L2 components. This effect is indicated by the energy increment of both BPU components, which are directly related to the polling mechanism (polling stresses the BPUs). For the rest of the configurations and bandwidths, all components experience an energy reduction, except ones with big LM sizes, in which the polling causes an increase of the BPUs’ energy consumption once again. However, the overall energy savings predominate due to the noticeable reduction in execution time.

The previous loops have regular accesses to memory, whereas the one in Fig. 8 (IS-2) contains both regular and irregular memory accesses. The trends of this loop are similar to the ones in the previous example. We can see the polling effect on the BPUs for low bandwidths again. However, in this case, the memory components are not reduced to nearly zero due to the memory operations with irregular access patterns that are not mapped to the LM. Moreover, we see that for every configuration the rest of the components consume similar energy to the baseline (resulting in less energy savings).
reason is that the execution time is not reduced substantially because this loop is dominated by the irregular accesses to memory. This is corroborated by the fact that the loop does not get benefits from higher memory bandwidths or bigger LM sizes.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows the energy breakdown of the MG-3 loop, which we selected as representative of the average case trends. If we analyze the memory bandwidth effects, the configurations with low bandwidths increase the energy consumption of the BPU components. The rest of the components also increase their energy consumption due to the higher execution times for such low bandwidths. Moreover, we see that once the benchmark reaches the point where no polling is performed, it does not get the benefits of the extra memory bandwidth since it becomes compute bound. Regarding the LM size, we can see that small LMs introduce too much management code, which results in an increase in energy consumption for all components. Again, the increment of execution time is the main factor that increments the total energy consumption. In contrast, bigger LMs get benefits due to the reduction of the control code executed (and execution time) until the working set fits into the LM, which is usually not the case of HPC applications. Another detail to point out is that integer execution (INTExec) and trace-cache (TraceCache) components increase their energy consumption because they are used by the control code. In any case, for any given LM size or bandwidth, the L1 and L2 energy consumption is reduced to nearly zero, whereas the LM energy consumption still remains insignificant.

4.4. Overall evaluation

4.4.1. Performance

The average speedups for each bandwidth/LM configuration are shown at the top of Fig. 10. We see that the smallest configurations, the 8 KB and 16 KB sizes, get slowdowns for any bandwidth. The main reason for this is that the control code overhead dominates the performance gains of using an LM. For larger LM configurations, we start getting performance benefits in the range of [3.2–4.8] GB/s, which is the point where DMA transfers start to be efficiently overlapped with the control code. Moreover, the bigger an LM configuration is, the less control code is executed. That fact results in higher speedups for bigger LM configurations.

Another remarkable characteristic is the convergence point of each LM configuration. The figure shows that the smaller LM configurations become compute bound (not getting benefits of extra memory bandwidth) much faster than the bigger ones. The reason is that bigger configurations require much more memory bandwidth in order to overlap their bigger DMA transfers efficiently with the control code execution.

4.4.2. Energy

The average energy results are depicted in the center of Fig. 10. Energy consumption behaves in a similar fashion (showing the same trends) as performance because it is directly related to the execution time. Again, the smaller configurations do not get energy savings for any memory bandwidth, and bigger LM configurations exploit the available memory bandwidth better. But in this case, the four bigger configurations start getting benefits at 4.8 GB/s. The reason to not obtain the same results as performance is that our solution executes more instructions in less time. As a result the average power consumption increases because there is more activity in the processor (less processor stalls due to memory). However, this increment is low due to the introduction of the LM. Therefore, we conclude that the improvement in energy consumption is mainly due to the improvement in performance, and that the LM allows us to maintain the average power consumption although the activity in the processor is much higher.

4.4.3. EDP

At the bottom of Fig. 10, both metrics already analyzed are put together using the EDP metric. Consequently, we see the very same tendencies. However, the overheads and speedups are emphasized since in most of the cases, when we get benefits on performance we also get benefits in energy consumption and vice versa. We only studied one case in which we do not get benefits or overheads in performance and energy at the same time. For an LM of 32 KB and 4.8 GB/s memory bandwidth, we get 1.14x in performance, but 0.34% increment in energy consumption. As a result, we approximately get a 11.38% reduction in the EDP. This evidence corroborates the fact that
most of the energy savings come from the improvements in execution time (performance).

### 4.4.4. Area and Access time considerations

Table 4 summarizes the total area and access time increments for each configuration. The baseline configuration is the one of Intel® Pentium® 4 used during the evaluation. We do not take into account the area required by the PDC as it is marginal compared to the one required by the LM. Obviously, the bigger the LM, the more it increases in area size and access time. However, the access time required for small LM configurations is much shorter than that required for the baseline one (the 16 KB 8-way L1 cache present in our Intel® Pentium® 4). In short, the optimal configuration regarding both parameters is a trade-off between the performance and the area impact. We consider that the LM configurations up to 64 KB are feasible nowadays since their impact in area and access time are affordable. Moreover, we believe that the bigger ones can be also affordable in the near future or when considering reductions of the last-level of the cache hierarchy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LM configuration (KB)</th>
<th>Area increment (%)</th>
<th>Access time increment (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-64.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>-59.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>17.79</td>
<td>12.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>31.28</td>
<td>24.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.5. Overall results

In previous sections we evaluated performance, energy and EDP metrics. Additionally, we provided a brief discussion about the area and LM access time issues. Figure 11 relates all the metrics to each other for the LM configurations that get performance and energy benefits. The horizontal line at 100% denotes the baseline configuration (our evaluation platform). The results of the four configurations show that if we maintain the same EDP as the baseline (100% line), we get performance speedups and
energy overheads. The 32 KB LM configuration starts getting benefits when the bandwidth is around 4.8 GB/s. The other three configurations require even less memory bandwidth (around 3.2 GB/s). Nevertheless, the important point to remark from these figures is that the bandwidth requirements needed to start reducing both energy and execution time are common in current commodity processors. Actually, they are far less than that available for the baseline configuration (6.4 GB/s).

In the end, we conclude that the most restrictive issues are area and LM access time, which are very implementation dependent. We demonstrated that only a 32 KB LM is required, with commodity memory bandwidth configurations, to get improvements in performance and in energy consumption while still keeping a very low impact in area and access time. We believe that even bigger LM configurations can be affordable in current CMP design restrictions, which sometimes spend more than half of the die area in the cache hierarchy.

Moreover, we show the potential of our solution for higher bandwidths, as well as less restrictive area and access time requirements. The most size-aggressive configuration, a 256 KB LM, gets a 2.14x speedup factor and an energy reduction of 42.07% on average requiring only a memory bandwidth of 12.8 GB/s. Higher speedups and energy savings are obtained for higher memory bandwidths.

5. RELATED WORK

The introduction of an on-chip LM in a core is not novel, but very recent. Some research studies have been made around this topic, but we have not found any that explore a hybrid approach in which the LM is private to the core, thus only addressable from it, and targeting general purpose processors.

Some of the related works take a drastic approach in which the traditional cache hierarchy is replaced by LMs, and a streaming programming model is introduced. For instance, Levich et al. [1] compare the two models (LM vs. caches) in terms of performance and energy consumption. In that work, the authors conclude that both models perform very similarly, but they show different efficiency levels concerning bandwidth utilization and energy consumption. In the study of the streaming model no automatic code transformations are presented, nor is any compiler/run-time support. This is an important point, since our method does not require any code rewriting effort. In our proposal, current available compiler technology is used to exploit the LMs in the HPC domain. Finally, another important aspect is not considering the possibility of having a hybrid scheme, which corresponds to our proposal.

Other works, that study the use of LMs, target specific domains. For instance, Unsal et al. [31] propose a cache architecture (Cool-cache) for the multimedia domain. Media applications are profiled to detect their most common access patterns, and it is from this information that the cache architecture is designed. The cited authors propose a software-managed cache based on the same hypothesis: memory access patterns are predictable, and thus it is possible to orchestrate all memory operations in software with a reasonable impact on performance. We test the same hypothesis but in the HPC domain and with remarkable differences in the design: simplicity and no profiling information. Our design only needs both the compiler support and the run-time to efficiently manage the LM.

Gummaraju et al. [10] introduce similar ideas but using different techniques. In that work, the authors propose to modify general purpose processors for supporting stream programming models. The second level cache is partitioned, so that a selected area is used as an LM. The hardware pre-fetcher is extended to support programmable asynchronous memory transfers (between the emulated LM and main memory) and gather/scatter operations. We believe that the cited solution is more complex than our proposal. Another specific drawback of that work is using the L2 as an LM. This fact reduces the chances for reducing the energy consumption since memory accesses still trigger the logic associated to cache accesses (e.g. tag check). This is somehow losing the opportunities that the stream programming models give. Introducing a separate
LM managed by software reduces the energy consumption of many, if not all, memory accesses that follow an access pattern that justifies the introduction of a stream programming model.

Other related works have been focused on improving the memory controller for taking profit of predictable access patterns. Yamada et al. [8] propose a hardware and software technique for data relocation and pre-fetching that improves cache performance. Another example is the work of Zhang et al. [17], which introduces the Impulse Memory Controller. That advanced memory controller adds an optional level of address indirection at the memory controller which provides to the applications the control of how their data is accessed and cached. Both works improve performance but they do not get the energy benefits of using an LM. Finally, McKee et al. [9] propose the stream memory controller system which combines compile-time detection of streams and run-time selection of the access order. They use buffers to pre-fetch memory streams that can be seen as our LM. However, they model the buffers as FIFO and, as a result, their proposal only targets in-order processors. Apart from that their model is less flexible than ours; they do not study possible energy benefits.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we studied the implications of extending commodity processors with a hybrid memory model. Specifically, we proposed to extend the general purpose processors with a LM and a very simple PDC that performs asynchronous memory transfers. We discussed in detail the benefits and the drawbacks of different design options. We also performed an LM design space exploration study for an Intel® Pentium® 4 platform. We presented results for performance, energy and energy-delay factors for different memory bandwidths and LM sizes. Area impact and access time issues were also discussed. A total of 27 NAS computational loops have been analyzed in our study as a representative of HPC applications and we concluded that, for such applications, only a 32 KB LM plus a simple PDC are required to get a 1.2x performance speedup factor and an energy saving of 6.21% on average when using current commodity memory bandwidths (6.4 GB/s). We have shown the potential of our proposal for more aggressive configurations (i.e. 256 KB LM + 12.8 GB/s), which presented at least 2.14x performance speedup factors and 42.07% energy savings on average. We believe that these bigger LM configurations can be affordable in current CMP designs, which sometimes spend more than half of the die area in the cache hierarchy.

Besides, this work opens the possibility of considering a reduction of some levels of the cache hierarchy (L2/L3). Specifically, we are exploring the possibility of adding an LM and reducing the last level of the cache hierarchy in order to get benefits on performance and energy consumption while maintaining the same area requirements.
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